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BEST BET R5 16:10

Electric
Man

Dark Bdl
D

T: Ned Snow
$1.7

The Hound Says: Serious up and comer and he
turned in a big performance to score here two
runs back. Powerful type, likes to stay wide, looks
his race.

NEXT BEST R3 15:27

Zephyr Blue D

T: Gerald Corrigan
The Hound Says: Still learning but he turned in a
massive performance here two runs back and he
will find this a lot easier. Should pounce on the
arm, watch the clock.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 8 
Race 6 - 3,4,8 
Race 7 - 4,1,5,6 
Race 8 - 1,7,6 

$20 For 55.55%

R1 TAB VENUE MODE PM 431m 14:49

SOMERSET BLUEY (1) has turned in a couple of
handy performances at Albion Park to date and
he is drawn to get all the breaks. Should hold the
top and won't get a better chance to score.
WOTAN ROAD (5) showed improvement when
solidly placed here recently and he will be in the
firing line throughout. MAYWYN LEVI (4) can
settle near the speed
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R2 SKY RACING Maiden 431m 15:09

NUNNIONG (2) has continued to improve with
every run and he looks suited in this event. A
clean getaway can see him clear the red and he
will take a power of beating. EXTREME TENSION
(1) had little luck on debut and he is expected to
fire after a freshen up. BELLA RYE (8) has the
speed to cross and she will continue to get
stronger with more racing
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R3 JUST GREYHOUND PHOTOS NOV 431m 15:27

ZEPHYR (3) turned in a mighty performance
when placed here two runs back and he will find
this a lot easier. He should be able to balance up
in the top three and he can light them up mid
race. BLUE BEATTIE (4) was impressive when
placed here last time and she will be in the firing
line throughout, while DAISY AGNES (6) may be
the value runner.
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R4 DOVER & SONS NOV 431m 15:52

CUTIE CUTIE (5) has been ultra impressive in her
two runs here to date and she is armed with
impressive pace soon after box rise. Race lacks
depth, so there should be no excuses. BENNY
BOY (4) doesn't win too often but he showed
improvement when placed here last time, while
VELOCITY NOVA (7) can come out running at
times.
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R5 GREYHOUNDS MAKE GREAT PETS 5th Grade 431m 16:10

ELECTRIC MAN (8) is a serious up and comer and
he was enormous when scoring here two runs
back. He likes to stay wide in his races, should be
no excuses this time around. NEXT FAIRWAY (4)
has been racing well up the straight of late and
she should test the pink for most of the journey.
CLARA IVANOVA (5) will be charging at the
business end.
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R6 GREYHOUND_DATA.COM 4th/5th Grade 431m 16:32

OPEN JEWEL (3) has won three of five to date in
brilliant fashion and she will continue to get
better with more racing. A clean getaway will see
her find the top early and she can go sub 25.10.
BIG APATITE (4) is better than her past two runs
and she has a great record here, while
MAYWYN'S BEAR (8) can come out running and
has the pace to cross.
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R7 ROSEWOOD VETERINARY SERVICE 4th Grade 431m 16:52

SPRING OLIVER (4) has been impressive since
moving to QLD and he was dominant in his top
25.12 win here. Two and three are expected to
bump early and that should allow him to cross
and lead. INSIGNIFICANT (1) has a top record
from this draw and she will get plenty of cover
early on. VIENNA ON CALL (5) should get a nice
cart across early on.
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R8 SHIPWRECK AT STUD Best 8 431m 17:12

AUSTRIAN JEWEL (1) is as consistent as they come
and she has a great record here. Racing with
confidence and with the three expected to push
wide, she should be able to dash away mid race.
MINTER FORMULA (7) is a track specialist and he
has the speed to cross in the early stages.
BUNDY PRIZE (6) returned to her best here last
time out.
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R9 RED DOG MECHANIX 5th Grade 431m 17:30

HILL'S LEGEND (4) has a good record here to date
and he can come out running. He should pounce
on the arm and he can run a sub 25.10 when in
the clear. INTO OBLIVION (3) was dominant when
scoring here last time in 25.38 and he will be in
the firing line throughout, while EDRIC VOSPER
(8) is a powerful type and he can run over the top
late.
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R10 GARRARD'S HORSE & HOUND M5 431m 17:52

RUBY SHINES (2) has a steady record here,
however she did beat a handy one here two runs
back and she was able to put up a slick 25.12 on
the clock. SPRING BISTRO (1) regained some
confidence with a smart 30.71 win here last time
and the drop in distance won't be a concern,
while WILLOW'S PRIDE (8) will appreciate the
smaller line-up.
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R11 GJ WALSH & CO M5 431m 18:12

OH SO BRO (7) showed some talent when last in
work and he is expected to fire fresh. He recently
carved out a sizzling 24.90 in a trial here and he
appears to have a fair bit on these. SPRING
DEMON (2) has been solidly placed in his past
four and he will be in the firing line throughout.
MISSY SPECIAL (6) can run a cheeky race.
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